We report the self-catalysed growth of InAs nanowires (NWs) on graphite thin films using molecular beam epitaxy via a droplet-assisted technique. Through optimising metal droplets, we obtained vertically aligned InAs NWs with highly uniform diameter along their entire length. In comparison with conventional InAs NWs grown on Si (111), the graphite surface led to significant effects on the NWs geometry grown on it, i.e. larger diameter, shorter length with lower number density, which were ascribed to the absence of dangling bonds on the graphite surface. The axial growth rate of the NWs has a strong dependence on growth time, which increases quickly in the beginning then slows down after the NWs reach a length of approximately 0.8 μm. This is attributed to the combined axial growth contributions from the surface impingement and sidewall impingement together with the desorption of adatoms during the diffusion. The growth of InAs NWs on graphite was proposed following a vapour-solid mechanism. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy reveals that the NW has a mixture of pure zinc-blende and wurtzite insertions.
Background
During the last few years, there have been increasing efforts in developing growth of functional hybrid structures of III-V semiconductors on graphene or graphite thin films. In these hybrid structures, the graphene (or graphite) could function as a device electrode owing to its excellent optical transparency, electrical conductivity and flexibility [1] . Also, because of its two dimensional (2D) crystal structure and the chemical stability, the graphene serves as a platform for growth of semiconductors via van der Waals epitaxy. A few semiconductor materials on graphene have been obtained including nanowires (NWs) of InAs [2, 3] and InGaAs [4, 5] grown by metalorganic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD), GaAs [6] NWs grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), ZnO NWs [7, 8] , as well as thin films such as GaN on graphite substrates via an intermediate ZnO layer [9] . In particular, NWs on graphene hybrid structures are of great interest due to the intriguing properties of NWs, including the capacity of dislocation-free growth in lattice-mismatched epitaxy [10] [11] [12] , efficient light absorption and emission [13, 14] , freedom of composition integration and reduced materials consumption. NW devices on Si have been demonstrated such as lasers [15] , light-emitting diodes [16] and photovoltaic solar cells [17] [18] [19] . Consequently, epitaxial NWs on mechanically flexible and electrically conductive graphene or graphite hold great potential in fabricating cost-effective and flexible devices.
Of particular interest are the hybrid structures of InAs NWs on graphite, which may have a number of device applications such as infrared light emitters, photodetectors and thermophotovoltaic electricity generation. Although InAs NWs have been obtained by MBE on Si [20] [21] [22] , InAs (111)B [23] , GaAs (111) [24] and InP (111) [25] , InAs NWs on graphene/graphite have only been obtained by MOCVD [2] [3] [4] [5] . MBE as a well-developed epitaxy technique has advantages of low growth temperature and precise control of growth thickness and composition. In this paper, we report the realisation of InAs NWs on graphite by MBE via a droplet-assisted technique. Due to the lack of surface bonds of graphite, initial nucleation for epitaxial growth is challenging which generally requires pre-growth treatment, e.g. oxygen reactive ion etching treatment onto the graphite thin film was required [3] . In our MBE growth, the metal droplets act as seeding for nucleation to initiate the growth of NWs. This technique provides freedom in controlling the size and density of the resulting NWs. It also removes the need of pre-growth treatment.
Methods
The InAs NW samples were grown on a solid-source MBE system. The graphite films were mechanically exfoliated from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and transferred onto chemically cleaned Si (111) substrates (10% HF solution for 2 min). The substrates were loaded into the system and outgassed at 650°C for >5 h. The growth started from an indium droplet deposition at preoptimised growth conditions under a background pressure of approximately 10 −9 mbar, then the substrates were heated up to temperatures of 450°C to 500°C followed by spontaneous opening of In and As for NWs growth. As 4 was used for the growth at a beam equivalent pressure (BEP) of approximately 10 −6 mbar. In order to understand the growth mechanisms, a series of samples were grown for different times, and a sample of InAs NWs on bare Si (111) substrate was also grown at identical growth conditions. The Si substrate was chemically cleaned by 10% HF solutions for 2 min to remove the native oxide. The geometry and the crystalline quality of the resulting NWs were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The indium droplet deposition was calibrated in terms of growth rate, deposition thickness and growth temperature by growing a series of samples at various temperatures of 145°C to 310°C using In-flux in the range of 2.2 to 6.0 × 10 −7 mbar. Figure 1a is the atomic force microscope (AFM) image of optimal sample showing that the droplets have an average diameter of approximately 70 nm, height of approximately 20 nm and density of approximately 6 × 10 8 cm −2 . We found that 3 ML indium deposition grown at 220°with a growth rate of 0.01 ML/s gives uniform droplets suitable for NWs' growth. Figure 1b shows the 45°-tilted SEM image of InAs NWs grown on HOPG for 20 min. All the NWs are vertically aligned on the surface without tapering, i.e. highly uniform diameter along the entire length. The NWs also have a homogeneous diameter distribution with a hexagonal cross-section, and no metal droplets are present on the top of the NWs. The average diameter, length and number density of the NWs are 78 ± 5 nm, 0.82 ± 0.28 μm and approximately 4 × 10 8 cm −2 respectively. The SEM image also shows that parasitic InAs islands were formed on the surface during growth. Based on an estimate from large-area SEM images, the InAs islands cover 38% of the surface. As the areal coverage of NWs is approximately 2%, almost 60% of the surface remains bare. As growths on graphite without indium droplets led to NWs with a density one order of magnitude lower than that with droplets, we assume that droplets activate the growth of NWs.
Results and discussion
The vertical alignment of the NWs is due to the low surface energy along the (111) orientation. The morphological parameters of the resulting NWs are similar to those of GaAs NWs on graphite by MBE [6] . However, in comparison with MOCVD grown InAs NWs on graphite (diameter of approximately 42 nm [2] and 30 nm [4] with a density of 6 to 7 × 10 8 cm −2 ), our MBE-grown InAs NWs are doubled in diameter with half the density. This is probably because of the non-requirement of activation and dissociation at the surface during the growth in MBE leading to longer surface diffusion of the adatoms, resulting in larger diameter and lower density [26] . In addition, the absence of surface dangling bonds on the graphite surface gives rise to van der Waals epitaxy which is proposed to be different from general Frank-van der Merwe growth mode in MBE (layer-by-layer growth). In order to understand this effect, a few samples of InAs NWs were grown on Si (111) under identical growth conditions. These led to repeatable NWs as shown in SEM image ( Figure 1c ) for typical resulting NWs. It shows that the NWs on Si have an average diameter, length and number density of 65.0 ± 2.2 nm, 1.1 ± 0.3 μm and 1.2 × 10 9 cm −2 respectively, which are thinner and longer with higher number density. The observed geometrical difference between the NWs grown on graphite and on Si could be attributed to the suppression of adatom diffusion. The typical diffusioninduced growth mode in MBE-grown NWs is dictated mainly by the diffusion of adatom from the side facets to the droplet but not by the adsorption on the drop [27] . Consequently, a modification to the diffusion of adatoms by different substrates will lead to significant variations in both axial and radial NWs growths. The area coverage of parasitic islands is approximately 58% which is higher than that on graphite (38%). These differences are further evidence that the weak surface bonds of graphite favour adatom diffusion.
The absence of metal droplets on the top of NWs is similar to the InAs NWs grown on Si by MBE which was ascribed to vapour-solid (VS) growth mechanism [20] [21] [22] . As the growth conditions of our NWs are similar, we assume that our NW growth also follows a VS mechanism. This assumption is further verified by the absence of droplets for the samples cooled down without As flux (i.e. the As 4 and indium were closed simultaneously at the end of the growth). Although vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism has recently been reported in the MBE growth of InAs NWs [28] , it is not believed to be the case for our samples. A much higher temperature (530°C) was used for their growths; this would lead to significant As desorption so that the growth was very likely under an indium-rich regime leading to the VLS growth mechanism. However, the indium droplets might lead to growth via VLS in the very early stage due to the presence of indium droplets, e.g. nucleation occurs while both In and As supply and InAs NW growth continues till the excess indium was used up. Then the growth turned to be VS dominant due to the excess of As.
In order to understand the growth kinetics of NWs on graphite, a series of samples were grown under identical conditions for different growth times. The 45°-tilted SEM images of the resulting samples show that all the growths led to vertically aligned NWs without tapering (see Figure 2 ). Geometrical parameters of the NWs were deduced from SEM images as shown in Figure 3 . We can see that the diameter increases slightly with growth time while the length increases with growth time. Axial growth rate shows two different dependences on growth time, i.e. in the beginning, it increases quickly with growth time then, after 20 min, the rate of increase lessens. This is very different from the dependence observed in the growth of InAs NWs on Si in Ref. [21] , where the growth starts with a very fast growth rate which reduces with growth time and saturates at approximately 3 μm h −1 after 3 min growth. The difference might be due to the different growth kinetics for the growths on graphite.
The major contributions to the axial growth of NWs include the following [29] : (i) impingement of adatoms on the top of NWs directly, (ii) impingement on the substrate surface and diffusion up the sidewalls, and (iii) impingement on sidewall and diffusion up to the top of NWs. Although this is for VLS growth mechanism, we believe that the principle is applicable to VS growth mode. The major contributors for axial and lateral growths are the adatoms impinging on the surface around NW and on the sidewall of NW. All the adatoms collected from these two sources are finally incorporated into NW growth either through liquid droplet or nucleate directly onto the top of NW, so there is no significant difference between VLS and VS in terms of growth contribution from impinging adatoms. It is well accepted that the contribution from direct impingement on the top of NWs is negligible. The fast increasing growth rate in the beginning is due to the significant contribution from adatoms collected by the surface. With the growth of NWs, more and larger parasitic islands grow on the surface so that the surface area around the NWs collecting incoming adatoms decreases, leading to a reduced contribution from surface collection, and consequently the contribution from sidewall impingement becomes dominant. The axial growth rate, GR, due to the sidewall impingement can be expressed as [21] .
where R is the NW radius, L diff is diffusion length along the sidewall, θ is the in-plane angle of the normal sidewall with respect to the beam direction, φ is the angle of incident beam to the substrate, and F in is the nominal growth rate. The value of θ varies from 0°to 30°due to hexagonal symmetry of the NWs, φ is 30°as defined by our system. Since no tapered NW was observed in our growths, it is obvious that all of the impinging adatoms diffuse along the entire NW length, i.e. the diffusion length is much longer than the length of NWs in our growth. Taking into account the nominal growth rate of 0.1 μm h −1 , NWs radius of 0.041 μm, and assuming L diff > length of NWs L, we can estimate the growth rate dependence on L as shown in Figure 3b . The radial growth was accounted in the calculation. It can be seen that the experimental growth rate does not follow the calculated dependence. The slower increase of growth rate with growth time can be due to the limitation of the adatoms' diffusion along the sidewall. However, this is not the case in our growths since no tapering is visible. This assumption is consistent to the demonstrations in InAs NWs on Si [21] . Alternatively, we propose that desorption of the adatoms during diffusion along the sidewall plays an important role in the reduced growth rate, which has been reported previously in the growth of NWs on Si [30] . This long diffusion length of the adatoms along the sidewall could be associated to the much slower radial growth rate in comparison with the axial growth rate. Distribution of the overall deposition volume between the radial and axial growth is also shown in inset of Figure 3 . It shows that more volume is deposited onto the sidewall with increase of growth time. This is mainly due to the significant increase of the length with increase of growth time; hence, more adatoms could not diffuse up to the tip of NW and contribute to the radial growth. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) has provided direct experimental evidence of the crystallinity of the InAs nanowires grown on HOPG substrates. The InAs nanowires, with an average diameter of approximately 100 nm, were surrounded by an amorphous layer of a few nanometers thick (see Figure 4a ). This amorphous layer is associated with the chemiabsorption of oxygen on the InAs nanowire due to exposure to air [31] . The oxidation of the structure begins with a thin amorphous layer that is observed to form a crystalline phase over time under the electron beam. The NWs grown under these conditions showed a polytype-like structure with mixed wurtzite (WZ) and zinc blende (ZB) character, with multiple stacking faults on (111)/(0001) planes. This polytypism can be easily revealed at higher magnification (Figure 4b ). The electron diffraction pattern recorded in similar areas (Figure 4c ) shows streaks, indicating the polytype nature of these NWs. The area inside the white rectangle in Figure 4b has been enlarged to highlight the change in the stacking (Figure 4d ). The HRTEM inset shows a transition between WZ (BABA) to twinned ZB area (ABCBA). The resulting mixture of crystal structures is similar to previously reported InGaAs NWs grown by MOCVD [2] [3] [4] [5] . The ZB phase is normally the most stable crystal structure in bulk III-V semiconductors due to the slightly lower free energy for ZB than that of WZ. However, the crystal structure of materials in nanometer scale is more efficient in reducing the surface energy caused by the large surface-to-volume ratio [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Theoretical description of the self-catalysed GaAs NWs indicates that WZ phase is thermodynamically favoured for low supersaturation of Ga droplets with As (i.e. low atomic fraction in the Ga droplets), but increase in supersaturation or the shrinkage of the liquid droplets can lead to other phases [37, 38] . Thus, III-V NWs with ZB phase are often mixed with WZ phase and related stacking defects such as twin defects, stacking faults and ZB-WZ polytypism.
Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated the MBE growth of InAs NWs on graphite without foreign catalyst, SiO 2 or patterned substrates. The InAs NWs are vertically aligned on the substrate surface and have a homogeneous diameter distribution without tapering and metal droplets on the tops. Our NWs have a larger diameter, shorter length and less number density in comparison with InAs NWs on Si, which are ascribed to the lack of dangling bond on the graphite surface. The growth was proposed to follow a VS growth mechanism. The surface collection of impinging indium adatoms is the dominant contribution to the axial growth for short NWs, while impinging adatoms on sidewalls and diffusion to the top of the NWs become dominant for the longer NWs. We have also shown that the resulting NWs have mixed pure ZB and WZ insertions.
